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Commercial Intercom Systems

      Implementing a commercial intercom system is an excellent step in assuring that your access control
      system is safe and effective. Harris Security Installations offers many different systems and products 
      that will meet your facility’s specific needs without breaking your budget. With a system granting access,
      public address, personnel paging, and private communication between two locations all become 
      possible with the touch of a button.

      Commercial Telephone Entry Systems
      Granting access to a commercial building through telephone entry systems is an 
      excellent means to enhance an access control system. Telephone entry systems 
      allow for a vocal clarity that allows potential visitors to identify themselves before 
      entering the facility. These systems are excellent for commercial multi-tenant buildings.

      Video Intercom Systems
      Video intercoms are excellent for adding additional security measures. Now visitors 
      can be identified not only by their voice but also by their appearance, leaving little 
      margin for error in detecting individuals entering your facility. 

      Commercial Intercom Systems
      Commercial intercom systems not only enhance your commercial security system by 
      controlling access into the facility, but they also allow for communication between the 
      different locations within the facility. Whether a facility-wide page is necessary or 
      simply communication from one room to another, these systems allow for information
      to be transmitted as needed.

      IP Network Intercom Systems 
      The most cutting edge systems in intercom technology are IP intercom solutions. 
      An IP intercom system transmits communication through an Ethernet LAN or WAN 
      network and allows a company to save money on the installation of paired wiring that
      transmits communication between ordinary intercom systems. 
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Residential Intercom Systems

Are you building a new home or office, renovating or adding an extension?

Then having an Intercom system installed throughout the home, can add value to 
your property and also provide comfort and security.

Whether it’s a basic Front door 2 way answering system, or a complete Integrated 
Intercom throughout an apartment block, we can design and install a system to suit your needs.

Why do I need an Intercom?

Intercom systems allow communications between a main entrance door/gate to 
those inside the House/Building. 

On pressing the 'press for access' button/buzzer on the intercom panel outside, the handset(s) 
will ring/buzz inside the building/house and a two way conversation can take place. 

Once the identity of the caller/visitor is confirmed, the door can be unlocked 
by pressing a button on the handset allowing  the visitor entry. 

A keypad or proximity card reader can also be incorporated into the intercom panel to allow 
family/friends free access without needing to use the intercom.

Your Intercom system should be designed around your lifestyle. Some installations 
only require monitoring to the front door, such as small homes and units.  Other 
projects are much more comprehensive with stations in every room, monitoring 
of baby nursery and a link from a purpose built extension for an elderly person.

Careful consideration needs to be given to your home in the planning/building stage, so that the 
appropriate cabling can be run before the walls are plastered. Harris Security Installations provides 
a variety of intercom systems. Where it is difficult to install cable we can either use a wireless door 
intercom or a GSM door intercom. This provides a very neat and versatile installation
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